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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
s Laureus Sport for Good South Africa continues
our mission to be a thought leader and credible
contributor to the Sport for Development sector,
I am proud to say that 2018 was a successful year.

A

We welcomed Johannes Fritz (Co-CEO of MercedesBenz Passenger Cars) as our new Trustee, as well as
Amanda Dlamini as a new Ambassador for Laureus.
They are both tremendous assets to the work of the
Foundation!
We host and are a part of many events throughout the
year. They serve as platforms for interaction, knowledge
sharing and creating valuable connections.
Most importantly, they fuel attendees with a renewed
sense of purpose. Please explore our Annual Review
for more about these events and their significance. In
addition, read more about the Coolplay programme’s
Hong Kong Rugby Programme Exchange (page 12) and
Fight With Insight’s Boxing Exchange to Rio (page 14).
Our partnership with Mercedes-Benz South Africa
continues to thrive, and we thank them for being a true
CSI partner that cares about our work and growth. We
also welcome the Ignition Group as an official partner
(page 22).
My gratitude to our Trustees and Ambassadors, as well
as our entire management team and extended project
teams for their passion, hard work and professional
conduct. They are the heart and soul of the organisation,
embody the essence of the Laureus Sport for Good,
and I am proud to work alongside them.
New partnerships remain a focus going forward, and to
support our sustainability efforts, we recently introduced
the role of deputy chairperson and longstanding Trustee
Muditambi Ravele was dually elected by the board to
fulfil this role. This - coupled with applying stringent
measures to financial and programme governance - has
given us a strong foundation for a solid 2019.
Morné du Plessis
Chairman, Laureus Sport for Good Foundation SA
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TEAM LAUREUS

ABOUT
LAUREUS

“SPORT HAS THE POWER
Laureus’ core concept is simple,
brilliant and daunting: to create global
awards that recognize the achievements
of today’s sporting heroes; to bring sportspeople together; united in achievement but
divided by sporting code.
Once that community is brought together,
putting to work their reach and support and
investment of Laureus’ Founding Patrons and
Partners, it creates a powerful message that
can help social programmes around the world
that use sport as a tool for social change. That
message, simply, is Laureus Sport for Good.
The Laureus Sport for Good Foundation’s
goal is to help young people overcome the
limitations imposed by challenging social
issues including poverty, homelessness, war,
violence, drug abuse, discrimination and AIDS.
To do this, Laureus supports and assists a
worldwide programme working for more than
ten years to educate children protect the
vulnerable from illness and even bring people
from divided communities together in friendship.

TO CHANGE THE WORLD”

Nelson Mandela

The mission was inspired by the words of
Laureus Patron, Nelson Mandela. At the very
first Laureus World Sports Awards in Monaco,
2000, Mandela said: “Sport has the power to
change the world. It has the power to inspire.
It has the power to unit people in a way that
little else does. It speaks to youth in a
language they understand. Sport can
create hope were once there was
only despair.”

Official Partner

A global initiative of

and

Laureus
Sports
for Good
in South Africa: IT2573/2002
A global
initiative
ofFoundation Limited. Registered
and
Laureus Sports for Good Foundation Limited. Registered in South Africa: IT2573/2002
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TEAM LAUREUS

TRUSTEES

Brett Graham

Executive Director

Keuen Roberts

Head of Programmes

Agresham Shingange

Keuen Roberts

LAUREUS TEAM
Brett Graham

Marlene
Coetzee-George

Morné Du Plessis

LAUREUS TRUSTEES

Programme Coordinator

Cyndi Mendoza

Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning
Co-ordinator & Programme Coordinator

Jill Benting

Youth Empowerment through Sport
(YES) Programme Manager &
Programme Coordinator

Keno Stevens
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Cyndi Mendoza

Head of Operations

Nikki Ferreira

Marketing and Media Manager

Keno Stevens

Agresham
Shingange
Jill Benting
Zulfah

Zulfah Gierdien-Abrahams

Nikki Ferreira

Craig Nossel
Iain Banner

Gierdien-Abrahams

Johannes Fritz

T

Ntambi Ravele

he Laureus Sport for Good Foundation Trust South Africa, a registered public benefit organization,
has been established as a legal entity,
with its primary purpose being to channel funds to successful projects and to
monitor how these funds are used. The
board of trustees was established to
govern the activities of the Trust and its
members include dedicated individuals
who have excelled in sport, sponsors and
those who have been involved with Laureus on a global level. The trustees meet
quarterly to discuss issues of relevance
to the Trust and perform this duty as a
charitable service.

Deshun Deysel

Intern

LAUREUS
MANAGEMENT
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BENEFICIARY EVENTS

JP MORGAN CORPORATE
CHALLENGE ‘18

BENEFICIARY EVENTS

he 2018 J.P. Morgan Corporate Challenge returned for the fifth consecutive year to serve
as a benefit and awareness builder for the
Laureus Sport for Good Foundation.

T

The support of the Corporate Challenge enables
the Foundation to support a growing number of
community projects, including the CoolPlay project,
which enabled 12 learners to be a part of the Laureus
and Hong Kong Rugby 7s exchange in April 2018
(pg. 12), as well as Youth Empowerment through
Sport (YES), which focuses equipping school leavers aged 18 to 25 with technical, vocational and life
skills (pg. 84).
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BENEFICIARY EVENTS

IM’POSSIBLE
TOUR ‘18

BENEFICIARY EVENTS

rant Lottering’s adventures have become the
stuff of legends. After a horrific, near-fatal
bicycle crash in the Italian Alps in July 2013,
the Laureus Sport for Good Ambassador and motivational speaker attempted a series of inspiring
cycle challenges, including a non-stop 962km ride
through the French Alps in 46 hours - a feat previously thought impossible.

G

On 1 September 2018, Lottering, set off on his fifth
and final Im’possible Tour. He commenced his gruelling cycle challenge from the Col d’Aubisque in
the Western Pyrenees, and reached the Les Saisies
ski station in the Northern Alps 72 hours and 34
minutes later.
The 2018 Im’possible Tour challenged Lottering and
his two support teams (comprising his partner, family, friends, and photographer, who followed Lottering
on a continuous eight-hourly rotation) mentally and
physically. But route deviations, getting lost, and rain
in the Southern Alps caused significant time delays,
costing Lottering and his team almost nine hours in
the process.
Despite these challenges, Lottering was laser focused on completing his goal. He covered 961km in
47 hours and 21 minutes, climbed 21,454m over 23
mountains - including the famous Tour de France
giants of the Col du Tourmalet, Col de Vars, Col
d’Izoard, Col du Lauteret, Col du Galibier, Col de
Madeleine and more.
During those 72 hours, Lottering never actually
slept. Instead, he took short naps in his support
team’s car during their predetermined stops. He
slept a total of three hours and 40 minutes of sleep.
Lottering attributes his success to the collective
team effort of his support crew, and his mental
preparation to overcome extreme pain and exhaustion. “I have had so much adversity to overcome, so
many setbacks the past few years, that succeeding
this year was very, very personal for me.”
Lottering’s adventures were made possible by the
continued support from VO Connect, MercedesBenz SA and Air Mauritius. He raised over R100,000
through the 2018 Im’possible Tour, taking his total
fundraising efforts for the Laureus Sport for Good
Foundation to over R2-million.
Grant Lottering is more than a Laureus Ambassador; he lives and breathes the Laureus ethos, and
has proven that there is no insurmountable obstacle
in life.
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BENEFICIARY EVENTS

WESTIN CHARITY
BALL ‘18

he Laureus Sport for Good Foundation was proud to be the official
beneficiary of the Westin Charity
Ball in 2018. Celebrities and well-known
personalities paired sneakers with their
formal wear, and were encouraged to
bring a pair of sneakers to the Ball for a
child in need.

T
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LAUREUS EVENTS

HONG KONG PROGRAMME
EXCHANGE ‘18

welve participants from the Laureus-funded
Coolplay Programme travelled to Hong
Kong to participate in the 2nd exchange
experience. South African delegates had the
unique opportunity to travel abroad and meet
representatives from the Hong Kong-based
Laureus project, Operation Breakthrough. In
addition gaining vital international exposure and

T

benefitting from networking and knowledge
sharing opportunities, delegates from the two
Programmes also joined forces to play a number
of Sevens rugby games. The universal language
of sport once again united individuals from vastly
different cultural backgrounds - creating shared
experiences and opportunities for Coolplay and
Operation Breakthrough alike.

“Seeing the SA team lead
the Hong Kong 7s procession around the stadium
with tens of thousands of
cheering people was truly
something to behold.” –
Morné du Plessis.

12
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LAUREUS EVENTS

LAUREUS EVENTS

RIO PROGRAMME
EXCHANGE ‘18

I

n June 2018, nine participants from the Johannesburg-based Fight With Insight Programme
travelled to Rio de Janeiro, where they met with
their Brazilian counterparts, Fight For Peace. This
international exchange aimed to promote skills
and best practice sharing, while further cement-

14
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ing the philosophy that the universal language
of sport transcends country borders. The young
South African delegates impressed in their boxing matches, while the unforgettable cultural and
sporting experiences provided an enriching and
life-changing experience.
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PARTNER ACTIVATIONS

MERCEDES-BENZ
TROPHY SERIES

he golfing green is universally known as the
place where deals are made and opportunities
are created, and the Mercedes-Benz Trophy
Series is no different.

T

The Series saw Mercedes-Benz customers and
dealerships participating in more than 20 golf days
across South Africa. Daily winners were flown to
Mauritius to participate in the finals, while the
overall winner travelled to Stuttgart in Germany
to play against Mercedes-Benz customers from
across the world in the global finals.
The Mercedes-Benz Trophy Series is now in its 26th
year, and 2018 was the third year that the Laureus
Foundation was appointed the official beneficiary
of this event.
Laureus Ambassadors and project leaders were invited to attend these golf days, where they had the
opportunity to present the work done by Laureus.
Being a part of the Series perfectly complements
Laureus’s current sponsorship arrangement with
Mercedes-Benz South Africa, and ensures increased
exposure for Laureus within Mercedes-Benz dealerships across the country. In return, Mercedes-Benz
dealers and customers invest in the work done by
Laureus South Africa through the funds raised via
each vehicle sold at these dealerships.

16
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PARTNER ACTIVATIONS

PARTNER ACTIVATIONS

MERCEDES-BENZ
BREAKFAST SERIES

he support from Mercedes-Benz of Laureus
embodies a special synergy between two
brands synonymous with excellence and making a lasting difference. The 2018 Mercedes-Benz
breakfast series therefore served to expose even
more people to this special relationship.

T

Through six sporting-themed breakfasts at some
of the country’s best Mercedes-Benz dealerships,
guests had the opportunity to gain insight into a
range of sporting events - football, golf, women in
sport, rugby, cycling and boxing – while also celebrating the successes of and people behind the 25
Laureus-backed programmes in South Africa.
Featuring sporting greats including Zolani Tete,
Jeremy Brockie, Amanda Dlamini, Morné du Plessis, Elana Meyer and Jennie Stenerhag, guests were
treated to tales of their experiences on and off the
field, leaving them in awe and inspired.
The breakfasts also showcased motivational stories
of project graduates, as well as Laureus Ambassadors who highlighted how lives can be changed
through sport.
The final breakfast at the Mercedes-Benz plant in
East London was a highlight. Here, workers built
the vehicle that was presented to former president
Nelson Mandela upon his release from prison, in a
mere four days! Madiba embodied the essence of
the power of sport, making this breakfast special in
so many ways.

18
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IGNITION GROUP
PARTNERSHIP LAUNCH

PARTNER ACTIVATIONS

he Laureus Sport for Good Foundation South
Africa and the Ignition Group - one of Africa’s
largest providers of technology, media, telecommunication and financial services - announced
their technology partnership in December 2018.

T

This partnership will see a strong strategic alignment
being implemented in both the technology, and
community assistance spaces. As a key technology
partner, Ignition Group will be pivotal in providing
hardware - including tablets and smartphones - as
well as telecommunication access in the form of data
and airtime.
While the collaboration between the Ignition
Group and Laureus Sport for Good South Africa
offers a mutually beneficial relationship between
the two organisations, the community at large will
ultimately reap the rewards.
The Ignition Group and their 3,000 employees
will be intrinsically involved with Laureus and their
community projects within their employee targeted
catchment areas - focusing on sport, teamwork and
uplifting communities through sport, wherever
Ignition staff reside.
This is an important partnership. It allows Laureus
Programmes access to the
latest technology, while giving us the opportunity
to teach children how to use smart devices safely
and efficiently. Data is an expensive yet essential
commodity. Thanks to the Ignition Group, our
Programmes can remain online at all times.

22
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LAUREUS EVENTS

AMBASSADOR
FORUM ‘18

T

he Ambassador Retreat was a wonderful end

to a busy year. Our visit to the LIV Village,
where we were enthused and motivated by
the happy kids playing, and the incredible work done
by the Village, was a great start to the gathering, and
set the scene for what we wanted to achieve over
the course of the retreat: To highlight the importance
of our Ambassadors’ unique contributions to the
various programmes we support.
Through the generosity of the Ignition Group, we
were hosted at Nambiti Hills Private Game Lodge.
The retreat enabled us to thank our Ambassadors for
their hard work, passion and dedication, and it was
wonderful to spend time with the individuals who
continue to be so willing to give of their time and
expertise to aid our work.
One of the highlights of this retreat was undoubtedly
the campfire stories, where each Ambassador would
share their favourite Laureus moment, as well as a
personal anecdote that gave us new perspectives
and deepened relationships.
On what it meant to be a Laureus Ambassador, delegates agreed that seeing the difference that Laureus-supported programmes make to South African
communities was not only a humbling and rewarding experience, but also put their own roles into perspective.

24
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LAUREUS
AMBASSADORS

TEAM LAUREUS

Amanda Dlamini

Former Banyana Banyana Captain
Amanda is passionate about empowering the youth and helping
them realise their potential. When
Amanda isn’t on the field playing
football she gives motivational
talks to the youth and continues
her work with the Amanda Dlamini
Girls Foundation.

Bryan Habana
Former Springbok Rugby Player
Butch James
Former Springbok Rugby Player
Cecil Afrika
SA Sevens Rugby Player
Corne Krige
Former Springbok Rugby Captain
Cynthia Tshaka
Sports Presenter
Dan Nicholl
Sports Presenter
Deshun Deysel
High Altitude Mountaineer

Lucas Radebe
Former Bafana Bafana Captain

Desiree Ellis
Former Banyana Banyana Captain

Natalie Du Toit
Olympian and Paralympian

Elana Meyer
Olympian

Quinton Fortune
Former Bafana Bafana Player

Ernst Van Dyk
Paralympian

Ryan Sandes
Top Endurance Athlete

Frank Fredericks
Olympian

Ryk Neethling
Olympian

Jacques Kallis
Former Proteas Cricketer

Schalk Brits
Springbok Rugby Player

Jean De Villiers
Former Springbok Rugby Captain

Schalk Burger
Former Springbok Rugby Player

John Robbie
Rugby Legend

Shaun Pollock
Former Protea’s Cricket Captain

Graeme Smith
Former Protea’s Cricket Captain

Team Dimension Data for Qhubeka
Cycling Team

Grant Lottering
Endurance Cyclist

Zanele Mdodana
Former South African Netball Captain
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EARLY YEARS MOVEMENT RESEARCH

PARTNER ACTIVATIONS

CAPE WHEEL

EARLY YEARS MOVEMENT RESEARCH
he Laureus Sport for Good Foundation South Africa supported Wits University’s development
of the South African 24-hour Movement Guidelines for Birth to Five Years. Through promoting
increased physical activity and sleep, and reduced screen time and sedentary behaviours,
this best-practice guideline for coaches and educators in the Sport For Development Sector aims
to improve physical and cognitive development in young children, resulting in better motor skills,
school preparedness, improved emotional regulation and greater quality of life.

T
he Cape Wheel / Turn for Good initiative continued
in 2018, with the iconic Cape Wheel donating R5
from every ticket sold to the Laureus Foundation
South Africa.

T

A HEALTHY 24-HOUR DAY INCLUDES...

These donations go a long way to support the excellent
work done by the Laureus Foundation South Africa’s
various community projects, and we look forward to
continuing this relationship in future years.

BABIES
(BIRTH TO 1 YEAR)
MOVING

30

TODDLERS
(1 & 2 YEARS)
MOVING

MINUTES

0

SITTING

HOURS

3

PRE-SCHOOLERS
(3, 4 & 5 YEARS)
MOVING

HOURS

12-24 MONTHS

SITTING

0!

3

HOURS

1

SITTING

HOURS

HOUR OR LESS

24-36 MONTHS

1!

HOUR OR LESS

SLEEPING
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11-14
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“

Sport has the power to change the world.
It has the power to inspire. It has the power
to unite people in a way that little else does.
It speaks to youth in a language they understand. Sport can create hope where once there
was only despair. It is more powerful than governments in breaking down racial barriers”.

NELSON MANDELA
DAY ‘18

- Nelson R. Mandela (1918 - 2013)

he Laureus Sport for Good Foundation South Africa honoured the
anniversary of Nelson Mandela’s
100th birthday with a 67-minute Sports
for Good activation at Ellis Park Stadium,
featuring all Laureus-supported projects
from across SA.

T
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LAUREUS EVENTS

GLOBAL SUMMIT
PARIS ‘18
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LAUREUS EVENTS

HURRICANES VISIT
FIGHT WITH
INSIGHT
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BRITISH HIGH COMMISSIONER
EVENT ‘18
aureus Sport For Good South
Africa hosted a Sport For
Good lunch and programme
activation in collaboration with the
British High Commission in November 2018, in an effort to provide
insights and create greater awareness around some of the projects
that Laureus supports locally.

L

Guests were also treated to a Sport
For Good exhibition on Muizenberg
beach, featuring BoxGirls SA, Waves
For Change and Coolplay who ran
clinics with local kids.

36
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A panel discussion hosted by media personality, Maps Maponyane,
and featuring Tim Conibear (founder Waves For Change), Nick Mould
(founder United Through Sport) and
Catherine Cairns (founder PoloAfrica) illustrated the philosophy that
sport has the power to change the
world. All three panellists were born
and raised in the UK, but have made
South Africa their home and focus
on contributing to positive change
in SA.
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PROGRAMMES

SOCCER

PROGRAMMES

KHAYELITSHA, WESTERN CAPE

AMANDLA EDUFOOTBALL

ne of the greatest challenges of township life is providing
safe spaces for the youth where they have access to support structures, services, opportunities and role models to
thrive physically and emotionally.

O

The Fair Play Football Programme at AMAMDLA’s Safe-Hub in
Diepsloot, Johannesburg, provides just that, through promoting
positive values and sportsmanship with 5-a-side football, life-skills
based football training, and a Fair Play point system.
The Programme serves as the foundation of the Safe-Hub® holistic programme model - a registered trademark of AMANDLA EduFootball and an award-winning approach to youth development
within which local NGOs, government and service providers to offer holistic support to young people, their families and community.
The Safe-Hub incorporates an Artificial Turf Football Field connected to a Youth Café, Training Academy, ICT & eLearning Centre, Transversal Office Spaces, Psychosocial Support Centre and
Commercial Spaces for young entrepreneurs. Diverse and integrated income and funding streams ensure financial sustainability
of operations of the Safe-Hub.
The model has been endorsed as a best-practise by the United Nations and has won numerous international awards for its groundbreaking impact on the reduction of violence and improvement of
education results in South Africa.

38
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PROGRAMMES

BOXING

PROGRAMMES

KHAYELITSHA, CAPE TOWN

BOXGIRLS SA

oxgirls SA, a partner organisation of Boxgirls International,
has made a difference to the lives of thousands of women
and girls from Khayelitsha, Cape Town.

B

Utilising boxing as a catalyst for social change among women of
all ages, the organisation collaborates with partner projects to
deliver coaching through club and school outreach programmes,
enabling women and girls to learn self defense skills, life skills and
take an active role as leaders within their community.
But this programme is about more than just boxing: It is on the
front line of the fight against gender-based violence, and has been
a catalyst for academic improvement among school girls. It also
supports leadership development, and advises NGOs, funders and
government on curriculum design, impact evaluation and child
protection.
Ultimately, Boxgirls SA creates a positive chain reaction of sustained leadership - helping women and girls take charge of their
circumstances and safety, and transforming them into motivating and inspiring community leaders and role models for years to
come.

40
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PROGRAMMES

SOCCER & HOCKEY

PROGRAMMES

EAST LONDON, EASTERN CAPE

BUFFALO CITY SPORTS ACADEMY

he impact of the Buffalo City Sports Academy on the Greater Buffalo Flats in East London is a prime example of how
sport can transform a community where gangsterism, violence, and other social ills linked to high unemployment were once
part of everyday life.

T

Believing that prevention is better than cure, the Buffalo City
Sports Academy are committed to tackle these issues at their
root, and use hockey and football as healthy lifestyle alternatives
to young people aged 9 to 21.
In addition to running sports programmes, the Academy also collaborates with the police, Life Skills facilitators, the Education and
Health Departments, as well as Correctional and Juvenile services
to run life skills sessions to educate the youth of the long-term
impact of alcohol and drug abuse.
But soccer and hockey remain at the heart of the programme,
allowing the Academy to create safe spaces where the youth can
receive continuous exposure to positive values, responsibility, discipline, solidarity and self care, and ultimately grow into confident
community leaders.
The Buffalo City Sports Academy continues to be a positive driving force among the youth, which has had a positive impact on
their parents. Future initiatives include finding more formal coaching facilities and sending some of the Academy’s participants on
a leadership course.

42
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PROGRAMMES

PROGRAMMES

STREET SOCCER, EXTREME SPORTS, HIKING &
ROPE SKIPPING NATIONAL

CHILDREN OF THE DAWN

hildren of the Dawn is a Public-Benefit Organisation that
cares for over 850 orphaned and vulnerable children in rural
South Africa, with many of these children affected by the
impact of HIV and AIDS on their families.

C

The organisation’s care programme is rolled out to children aged 5
to 22 in eight rural communities: Mathabatha and Lenyenye located in the Limpopo Province, Bushbuckridge, Mangweni and Ermelo situated in Mpumalanga, Qwaqwa in the Free State, Mpumaze
in Kwazulu-Natal, and Matatiele in the Eastern Cape.
As firm believers in the power of sport as a tool for social development, they offer five different sports as part of their care package
- street soccer, extreme sports, hiking, rope-skipping and frontball
- as a means to engage, motivate, teach and create healthy fun.
Through their continuous efforts, Children of the Dawn aim to
grow these youngsters into self-reliant, healthy, motivated and active citizens. And thanks to continued support, the organisation
has been able to identify sporting talent, while keeping the youth
focused on their physical and mental health and off the streets.
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PROGRAMMES

RUGBY

PROGRAMMES

WESTERN CAPE

COOLPLAY

oolPlay teaches life skills to children through sport, focusing primarily on communities where many children lack
stable and supportive family structures. The CoolPlay
ethos supports the belief that children have a greater chance of
future success when their social and emotional capabilities are
fully developed.

C

Each CoolPlay training session comprises 60 minutes of sport
and 30 minutes of life skills and reflection, utilising sport as a
means to emphasize and demonstrate a particular life lesson.
These drills and games were conceptualised in collaboration with
a child psychologist (addressing social challenges like HIV/Aids,
abuse/bullying, peer pressure, depression, and gang warfare)
and a Sports Scientist.
The programme’s positive outcomes include improved resilience,
better academic performance, improved mental and physical
health, opportunities for 1,000 children to train and play weekly
matches, and continuous empowerment of CoolPlay’s trained
coaches.
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PROGRAMMES

PROGRAMMES

DIEPSLOOT MOUNTAIN BIKE ACADEMY

ountain biking has become a new way of life for the youth
of Diepsloot in Johannesburg, thanks to the Diepsloot
Mountain Bike (DMA) Academy.

CYCLING

DIEPSLOOT, GAUTENG

M

Run by the Jala Peo Foundation - a Not for Profit Organisation
that aims to enhance English and Math skills - the Diepsloot MTB
Academy provides basic mountain biking and life skills training
for the underprivileged youth from Diepsloot and surrounding
schools.
Using sport as a vehicle to drive sustainable change, boost life skills
and confidence, and instill the values of courage, commitment,
concentration and consistency, the Academy engages 150 youth
aged 10 - 23 in a mountain bike training programme. Academy
participants also also benefit from academic support for scholars,
training and employability development to create opportunities
within the cycling industry, and enterprise development to create
entrepreneurship opportunities, with current projects including a
bicycle rental operation and coffee shop.
Through the successes of the Academy, its participants have
been empowered to pursue goals and inspired to become active
change agents in their community.
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PROGRAMMES

SQUASH

PROGRAMMES

GAUTENG

EGOLI SQUASH

goliSquash has harnessed the power of squash to curb the
vicious cycle of poverty and crime among disadvantaged
youth from the communities of Alexandra, Soweto and the
inner city.

E

The outreach project of Central Gauteng Squash was established
in 2009 to provide long-term and sport, fitness, tutoring, and
mentoring services and make a sustained difference in children’s
lives.
In addition to building the black squash playing community
and boosting the popularity of junior squash, EgoliSquash also
facilitates access to peer leadership and life skills programmes
- enabling boys and girls to learn the necessary skills to reach
their goals and contribute to their communities.
“Every child has the potential to be a leader: a world leader, a
community leader, a leader at school, or a leader in the home.
We are proud to facilitate a brighter future for our youth through
sport. The sheer delight that we see in our children’s faces drives
us to continue expanding our programmes.”
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PROGRAMMES

BOXING

PROGRAMMES

JOHANNESBURG, GAUTENG

FIGHT WITH INSIGHT

ight With Insight (FWI) has been making a tremendous
difference in the lives of inner-city youth for over 10 years.
The programme is primarily aimed at young offenders who
have been referred by the courts for a Diversion Programme (a
part of the South African youth justice system) after committing an offence, and uses boxing to teach them life skills, help
them take responsibility, claim their rights as citizens, and show
them that there is a different way to play the rough cards they
were dealt in life.

F

The Diversion Programme sees an individual attend a boxing
session and Cognitive-Behavioural Group Therapy in a single
day (the entire programme is takes place over 12 sessions). By
offering boxing as an alternative therapy, Fight With Insight
aims to redirect the violent and aggressive emotions that may
have been responsible for getting them into trouble in the first
place as the tool to help them make alternative, positive decisions about their future and relationships with others.
Fight With Insight teaches kids that the rules of boxing mirror
those in life: respect for others, abiding by the referee’s decisions, accepting the judge’s verdict and when the fight is over,
the need to move on. The programme also gives some of its
participants unforgettable sporting experiences and life-changing opportunities. Most recently, nine participants travelled to
Rio de Janeiro where they met with their Brazilian counterparts,
Fight For Peace.
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PROGRAMMES

SOCCER

PROGRAMMES

NATIONAL

GRASSROOT SOCCER

rassroot Soccer (GRS) uses the power of soccer to educate,
inspire, and mobilise communities to help stop the spread
of HIV. Working with Peace Corps volunteers in Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, GRS deliver HIV prevention education to youth in some of the most remote, under-resourced areas
of the world.

G

Grassroot Soccer’s ‘Skillz’ curriculum focuses on building basic life
skills that helps young people adopt healthy behaviors and live
risk-free. Through a series of interactive activities and discussions,
students gain a tangible understanding of HIV and AIDS, and get
a chance to practice the skills necessary for sustainable behavior
change.
Key curricular topics include making healthy decisions, avoiding
risks, building support networks, reducing stigma and discrimination, increasing knowledge about testing and treatment, addressing gender issues, and assessing values.
Skillz is a culture, mindset and toolkit for educators to use when
teaching teenagers life skills and about HIV/AIDS. The curriculum
creates simple but powerful connections between soccer and the
life skills needed to succeed in life.
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PROGRAMMES

SOCCER

PROGRAMMES

RICHMOND & KIMBERLEY, NORTHERN CAPE

GRASSROOTS HOPE IN SA

rassroot Hope in SA (GHISA) operates from Richmond in
the Karoo, and nurtures the local youth to make appropriate
life choices which will see them reach adulthood as healthy
and responsible contributing citizens and leaders.

G

The GHISA work as a team to convey educational messages about
HIV/AIDS and Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder. In the schools, a
teacher trained in the HIV/AIDS curriculum, works together with
a GHISA coach. Sport, and in particular soccer, is used to convey
important health messages to kids. And the concept of teamwork
is central to both the delivery of the message, and to the youth
who receive it.
Focusing on the areas of Community Development, Health, Sanitation and Education, the GHISA’s accomplishments include helping
to develop community pride and ownership while mentoring youth
leaders who are empowered to solve problems in partnership with
their communities, as well as uniting community members from
across the racial and cultural spectrum to solve problems as partners and equals.
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PROGRAMMES

MULTI SPORTS

PROGRAMMES

HEIDEVELD, WESTERN CAPE

GREAT COMMISSION UNITED

reat Commission United (GCU) runs a football and basketball project to keep the Heideveld youth away from gangs
and crime.

G

The organisation was founded by a former gang leader, who recognised that the sustained reversal of gang culture and poverty
had to start at grassroots level. Today, GCU aims to enrich the
children’s life experience through soccer and basketball in the
hopes of igniting a desire of wanting more from their lives.
Approximately 300 youngsters aged 5 - 21 attend weekly life
skills sessions at Woodlands Primary School, and afterwards
move to the sports field for drills and exercises before teaming
up to play matches.
As the children get older they are given an opportunity to become
coaches, referees, leaders and role models in their own right,
gaining new responsibilities and experience along the way.
“Inspire the good in one child, and he/she will have the capacity
to inspire change for good in others.”
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PROGRAMMES

GROSS MOTOR SKILLS

PROGRAMMES

NATIONAL

HEALTHNUTZ

ealthNutz was launched in 1997 with the vision to develop a
sustainable programme that would instil a love for physical
activity at a young age, while improving learner performance
in the classroom in the long run.

H

The programme is managed by the Community Health Intervention
Programmes (CHIPs) - an initiative of the Sport Science Institute
of South Africa (SSISA) in Newlands, Cape Town - and currently
works with various schools on their programme: Athlone North,
Dennegeur Primary and QingqaMntwana Primary.
HealthNutz currently serves 1,030 foundation phase participants and
26 coaches/teachers. The next goal is to add a preschool segment to
the Healthnutz Programme, HealthNutz Prep, focusing on preparing
children for entry into primary school.
Healthnutz Prep will aspire to train preschool teachers to promote
physical activity and gross motor development, while mastering
basic numeracy and literacy skills. Healthnutz Prep incorporates
and applies the most recent learning of research currently being
conducted in this area by ESSM, their research partner. Healthnutz
Preps is also providing this service to other programmes in the
Laureus network LIV, GCU and Zip Zap Circus School.
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PROGRAMMES

PROGRAMMES

SOCCER GREAT LIMPOPO TRANSFRONTIER
CONSERVATION AREA (GLTFCA)

HLAWULA VUTOMI

port, life skills and conservation unite in Hlawula Vutomi,
a special Limpopo-based programme that aims to create
opportunities for children in villages.

S

Hlawula Vutomi has two Sustainable Development Goals - “Life
on Land” and “Partnerships” - and uses sport to combine these
goals. The programme also promotes collaboration between
Peace Parks Foundation, Great Limpopo Trans-Frontier Conservation Areas, Sanparks, Parque Nacional de Limpopo, government
departments, Mercedes-Benz and Mobicel.
Subsequent to a Kruger National Park visit in 2014, Hlawula Vutomi piloted an intervention around soccer, which they rolled out
to five villages, together with IT training, life-skills, conservation
and enterprise development.
As a result, the programme has fostered a deep understanding
of the link between conservation and improved livelihoods, and
forged a trusting relationship with youth formerly involved in
wildlife crime. Female leadership and confidence have also been
notable, along with support from local leaders, chiefs, schools
and headmasters.
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PROGRAMMES

SKATEBOARDING

PROGRAMMES

NATIONAL

INDIGO YOUTH MOVEMENT

he scars of Apartheid, coupled with the disparity between
rich and poor, is still a major challenge in South Africa, and
rural villages are often left behind in the continuing development of the country. But a rural Zulu village on the outskirts of
Durban has shown how skateboarding could be the catalyst for
positive change.

T

The Indigo Skate Camp was established as a means to introduce the sport to young rural villagers, and to invite international
guests to the village to learn more about Zulu culture.
Established in the heart of Isithumba outside Durban, the Indigo
Youth Movement and Skate Camp introduce the youth to skateboarding, and also facilitate opportunities to exposed to tourism,
life skills and entrepreneurialism. Following the success of the
programme, the programme recently opened branches in Cape
Town.
Creating a commonality between people from different backgrounds fosters an instant connection, irrespective of the language barriers. Sport has the power to do this. Just having English spoken around the Zulu community already helps residents
with the language barrier, which can intimidating for young Zulu
skaters. A small tea room has been opened, attracting many
visitors and contributing to the local community, and plans are
currently being made to provide employment opportunities to
locals through the youth camp.
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PROGRAMMES

CRICKET

PROGRAMMES

JOHANNESBURG, GAUTENG

JOHANNESBURG CUBS

port has proved a formidable tool in uniting South Africa,
and the Johannesburg Cubs Project & Gauteng Cricket
Board Development Programme joint venture has made
an incredible contribution to establish a multi-racial and crosscultural cricket-training programme for school children in
Johannesburg and surrounds.

S

The programme was initiated in 2007 by the concerned parents
of Cubs members. Disadvantaged, mostly black, participants are
chosen from among the approximately 2,500 school children
actively involved in GCB Development areas, such as Kagiso,
Soweto, Lenasia and Alexandra. Privileged, mostly white, participants are recruited via parents, are assisted with integration
and social awareness by project representatives, and travel to
community townships to play cricket. The split between advantaged and disadvantaged participants is kept at 50:50. Social
awareness and integration among parents is also promoted.
The benefits for project participants are numerous. Participants
benefit from high-level cricket coaching from former South African international cricketer Daryll Cullinan and other experienced
coaches, excellent playing facilities and training techniques, and
opportunities to win scholarships and bursaries to attend prominent schools. Other benefits include access to international travel,
intercultural exposure, social skills, budgeting and finances,
project planning, personal administration and first-aid.
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PROGRAMMES

GROSS MOTOR SKILLS

PROGRAMMES

STELLENBOSCH, WESTERN CAPE

LIVING LEGENDS SA

he Living Legends project was created to empower children
to take responsibility for their own destinies, through emphasising the balance between a healthy body and mind.

T

The project operates primarily in the Helderberg region, with
almost 10,000 learners taking part in the weekly Living Legends
sessions. Support from the Laureus Sport for Good Foundation
South Africa afford Grade R - 7 learners from Rusthof Primary
and Dr GJ Joubert Primary the opportunity to participate in the
Living Legends School Programme.
The overall objective of Living Legends is to equip learners with
sport and life skills. For younger learners, the focus is on gross
motor skills development and school readiness while older
learners take part in a combination of sport conditioning, sport
development and life skill development during constructive activities. Various sport codes, including athletics, cricket, tennis,
rugby, soccer, hockey and netball, are introduced. The life skills
component aims to develop critical thinking with themes such
as identity, creativity, financial literacy and responsibility.
The programme is facilitated during school hours by Living
Legends instructors, most often appointed by the local community, as part of their Life Orientation class.
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PROGRAMMES

MULTISPORT

PROGRAMMES

DURBAN, KWAZULU NATAL

LUNGISISA INDLELA VILLAGE (LIV)

larming statistics that there are over 5-million orphaned
children in South Africa prompted Lungisisa Indlela Village
(LIV) to launch an initiative in 2010 to help deal with the
crisis of orphaned and vulnerable children.

A

LIV partners with Government, Business and the Church to
provide large-scale holistic residential care for the thousands
of vulnerable and parentless children. Here, children enjoy the
benefits of a loving family environment where physical and
emotional needs are met. The Village grows and new children
join daily. The 96 environmentally friendly homes are complete
with 32 house mothers and a team of relief mothers already in
residence. Over 150 children now call Lungisisa Indlela Village
their new home.
LIV’s school has 22 classrooms, as well as a library, computer
room, art room, woodwork room and music centre. In addition,
their Early Childhood Development Centre is fully operational, while nurses, psychologists, counsellors and social workers
facilitate their vision of holistic healing at the LIV Health Care
Centre.
LIV has partnered with other Laureus supported programmes
to help with their sport for development offering. They offer
rugby, basketball, gross-motor-skills and running to name a few.
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PROGRAMMES

SOCCER

PROGRAMMES

KIMBERLEY, NORTHERN CAPE

NEW LOVELIFE TRUST

he New loveLife Trust is an NGO that campaigns with nationwide community level outreach and supports programmes that
promote healthy, HIV-free living among South African teens.
New loveLife believes it can shift sexual behaviour in young people
towards a lower risk profile by developing a structured and attractive
sport for development programme that is fully integrated into their
behaviour change strategy.

T

New loveLife’s main purpose is to build complete young leaders for a
better future, and through the activities implemented at their centre, the
organisation aims to assist the youth to identify opportunities for themselves. Participants are reached via schools within the implementation
area, via the New loveLife centre or through outreach initiatives where it
is difficult to reach the centre.
The overall target group is age 10 - 24, with this particular project targeting young men and women from Kimberley and surrounds due to
the challenges they face in terms of HIV/AIDS, unemployment, teenage
pregnancy, gender-based violence, substance and drug abuse.
The project places great focus on quality programme facilitation, and
adequate coach training for effective support to ensure that New
loveLife participants fully reap the benefits of its interventions and
activities.
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PROGRAMMES

BASKETBALL

PROGRAMMES

DURBAN, KWAZULU NATAL

PEACEPLAYERS SOUTH AFRICA

eacePlayers South Africa (PPSA) is a non-profit organization that uses basketball to unite, educate, and inspire
young people in divided and underserved communities
worldwide. In South Africa in particular, PPSA reaches out to the
youth of Northern KwaZuluNatal to help them carve a successful path in life in a society burdened by the impact of HIV/AIDS,
unemployment, drug abuse and cultural divides.

P

The project has provided basketball coaching to more than
28,000 black, white, coloured and indian children, between the
ages of 10 and 18.. One of the great advantages is the broad
positive benefit, which starts with children and spreads rapidly
through their communities.
Parents of these children have grown up with racial difficulties,
but through participation in PeacePlayers South Africa, and witnessing how their children interact with youngsters from other
areas, parents also begin to contribute to the cause.
The project’s accomplishments include building 30 full-length
basketball courts, recruiting, training and employing 300 local
coaches and programme coordinators, implementing a programme-wide HIV/Aids awareness initiative, establishing the
only primary schools league in Durban and surrounding areas,
and organizing 26 city-wide tournaments over the past 15 years.
PeacePlayers South Africa plans to expand its basketball programme and involve more students throughout the region.
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PROGRAMMES

POLO

PROGRAMMES

FICKSBURG, FREE STATE

POLOAFRICA

oloafrica uses the love of ponies, riding and polo to give
hope and aspiration to boys and girls from economically
disadvantaged rural communities in the Eastern Free State.

P

The children can spend as much time as they want in a beautiful
safe haven, where they are given the chance to learn to ride and
play polo, provided they demonstrate discipline and commitment
to the animals and the sport, and work hard at school and the life
skills lessons provided in the holidays.
The lessons range from extra tuition in Maths and English (two
subjects which present a challenge to rural South African children)
to practical skills such as acrobatics, art, beekeeping, carpentry,
singing and spoken self-expression. The adults responsible for the
programme are largely drawn from the local community.
The emphasis on education results in Poloafrica scholars staying
in school and trying hard to pass their studies. The social and
practical skills that the children learn at Poloafrica, the sense of
responsibility that derives from the care of the animals, as well as
the empowerment of playing a difficult sport well, is something
that will stand the children in good stead in the years to come.
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PROGRAMMES

CANOEING

PROGRAMMES

SOWETO, GAUTENG

SOWETO CANOE AND RECREATION
CLUB (SCARC)

nspired by the vision of providing “Empowerment and growth
through sport”, the club aims to teach residents of Soweto
how to swim and participate in watersports, while teaching
crucial life skills that will assist members to become economically active in their chosen fields.

I

The foundation phase of the programmes ensure that members receive their basic swimming proficiency, after which they
are introduced to both flat water and river racing. They train
in Soweto, do time trials at Emmarentia Dam, and race on the
weekend. It is here that the aspiring paddlers have an opportunity to interact with a broad mix of society from top sportsmen
to top businessmen, exposing them to a side of life they would
never otherwise experience.
Open to ages 8 - 20, the SCARC is more than just a sports
club or a swimming programme; it is a powerful platform that
is touching and changing the local community. The Club aims
to establish a learning centre at the Orlando Dept of Sports &
Recreation in the near future.
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PROGRAMMES

MULTISPORTS

PROGRAMMES

PORT ELIZABETH, EASTERN CAPE

UNITED THROUGH SPORT (UTS)

nited Through Sport is a South African NPO that focuses
on using sport to develop children and youth from disadvantaged communities across Nelson Mandela Bay in a
number of ways:
• Direct sports coaching (Football, Rugby, Cricket, Netball, Hockey, Tennis, Basketball and Swimming) for its health benefits, improved emotional well being and increased life skills;
• Using sport to discuss critical issues like HIV/AIDS and gender
issues on the sports field;
• Using sport for improved education, by providing pathways
to success for talented and dedicated individuals through
scholarships to top local schools and tertiary education.

U

The programme currently reaches over 18,000 disadvantaged
and vulnerable children aged 10 - 21 from Mandela Bay, Port
Elizabeth, Uitenhage and Despatch with direct sports coaching
and life-skills programmes - each of these children completing
the 18-hour United Through Sport curriculum.
Some of the programme’s successes include a 32% improvement
in knowledge and attitude towards HIV/AIDS, 87% improvement
in English and 83% improvement in Maths scores. In addition,
they have a 100% University placement rate for their Senior
School of Excellence programme. The project aims to reach
even more children with its programmes,and to consolidate and
improve on their academic results using sport as the tool.
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PROGRAMMES

SURF THERAPY

PROGRAMMES

WESTERN & EASTERN CAPE

WAVES FOR CHANGE

aves for Change is an award-winning surf therapy and
community building organisation that targets disadvantaged seaside communities that suffer from high
HIV infection rates, high youth unemployment rates, documented
evidence of gang crime, and documented evidence of a high level
of substance abuse.

W

The organisation’s work in those communities focuses on helping
children and young adults affected by emotional and psychological
trauma to develop the coping skills and resilience they need to
transition to stable futures.
Operating in Khayelitsha, Lavender Hill and Masiphumelele, East
London and Port Elizabeth, each site offers a range of services
alongside Surf Therapy, including Home Visits, School Visits, Social
Work, Soup Kitchen, Child and Youth Care Training, and Homework
Support. Waves for Change reaches 200 children every week and
has created 20 new positions of employment, introducing vital
new skills sets and job opportunities.
Waves for Change Surf Therapy has proven effective in stabilising
youngsters with behaviour and learning problems. It is focused on
reconnecting youth to their emotions and feelings and exploring
behaviour triggers and new coping mechanisms. The programme
also connects students to locally trained child and youth care
workers; these NEET youths receive a two-year apprenticeship
provided by Waves for Change. The placement yields nationally
accredited qualifications in child and youth care work, first aid,
lifesaving and surf coaching, allowing graduates to enter the
formal job market and improving local child protection capacity.
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PROGRAMMES

TRAINING

PROGRAMMES

NATIONAL

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
SPORT (YES)

outh Empowerment through Sport (YES), is a dynamic programme which actively invests in youth by empowering them
to go out into their communities, to be an ambassador of
‘sport for change’ and a change maker to the younger generations
in South Africa.

Y

The programme empowers young leaders on the programme with
the necessary tools, ranging between soft skills and accredited qualifications. These tools develop and assist the leaders in fleshing out
their own personal ambitions, and mapping out the shorter term
goals leading up to achieving the bigger goal.
The YES programme also aims to improves job-readiness which sets
them on their way in creating a better and sustainable future for
themselves, their families and being role models for others in their
communities. Thus creating a never-ending positive ripple effect.
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PROGRAMMES

CIRCUS ARTS

PROGRAMMES

CAPE TOWN, WESTERN CAPE

ZIP ZAP CIRCUS SCHOOL

he Zip Zap Circus School has been making a
difference in the lives of children from all walks of life
since 1992.

T

Working with a diverse community of children from all backgrounds, Zip Zap Circus School helps kids to ‘dare to dream’. All
Zip Zap’s programs are offered free of charge to its participants.
The social circus is recognised nationally and internationally as
a major contributor to the development within Cape Town and
providing sustainability of the circus arts in South Africa.
Zip Zap supports and conducts training in circus arts and performance as a powerful tool for social transformation, youth
empowerment, team building and community upliftment. The
programmes provide opportunities for young South Africans
from very different backgrounds to play, learn and live together,
using the medium of circus training and performance to model
and demonstrate the possibility of true coexistence.
In addition to their normal training programmes, Zip Zap Circus
partners with SOS Children’s Village in Cape Town, as well as
with the most underprivileged and at-risk youth from schools,
ECD centres, NGOs, orphanages and children’s homes, to teach
circus techniques and acts, coupled with social skills. Research
conducted in 2016 indicated a 75% improvement in positive
behaviour among outreach participants, illustrating the importance of Zip Zap’s intervention programmes.
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IMPACT STATS

ABOUT OUR WORK

LAUREUS FUNDED PROGRAMMES

23 SOUTH AFRICANS
Sport for development organisation
attended a global summit

TOP 3 FOCUS AREAS AND MOST
ADDRESSED SDGS IN THE LAUREUS
NETWORK Mental Health,Well-Being,
Education and Sustainable Cities
and communities

OF PARTICIPATING
ORGANISATIONS
POSITIVE OF GLOBAL
SUMMIT IMPACT
“The holistic support from Laureus is great.
The combination of funding support,
connections to other network members,
training workshops and guidance have all
contributed to our overall development as
an organisation this year. We have found
it extremely valuable.”
- Laureus Funded Organisation

SPORTS PROGRAMMES
MOST ORGANISATIONS IN OUR NETWORK
OFFER MULTIPLE SPORTS AT THEIR PROGRAMME.

MULTISPORT

FIELD HOCKEY, FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, RUGBY, ADAPTIVE
SURFING, DANCING, ROPE-SKIPPING, BOCCIA AND GOALBALL

UNIQUE SPORTS

CANOEING, SQUASH, GROSS MOTOR SKILLS, POLO & CIRCUS
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76%

ACCREDITED
FACILITATORS

R1,350,000 INVESTED
Over and above grant making
to support with capacity building

135 COACHES & STAFF TRAINED
In Fundraising, Facilitation,
Monitoring, Evaluation, Learning
and Collective Impact

IMPACT STATS

OF LAUREUS FUNDED
PROGRAMMES
NOW HAVE CHILD
PROTECTION POLICY.

19 PROGRAMMES
HAVE A FOCUS
ON WOMEN
& GIRLS

18K 39K
OVER 18,000 WOMEN &
GIRLS REACHED IN 2018.
THESE NUMBERS REFER TO
THE 25 PROGRAMMES
SUPPORTED IN 2018.

OVER 39000 CHILDREN
& YOUNG PEOPLE
REACHED IN 2018

QUOTE ABOUT THE YES PROGRAMME
"The Laureus YES! programme added noteworthy
value to the knowledge and commitment of the W4C
coaches that attended, they encourage and lead
their peers with program implementation!"

FOOTBALL
BOXING &
MARTIAL ARTS
SKATEBOARDING

CRICKET,
NETBALL,
BASKETBALL,
SURFING,
ATHLETICS &
RUGBY
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